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Recent experiences in national accounting, both in theory and practice, seem to be 

moving in the direction of integrating various component parts of national eccnomic ac-

counting. In the theoretical field of national accounting not a few attempts have been made 

to construct a structure of economic circulation since a decade or two.l 

In the field related to the theory of national accounting, also some singificant develop-

ments have been made. In particular, the input-output system and the flow of funds system 

have direct connection with the integration of national economic accounting. 

The integrated system of nationa] economic accounting is not only of great interest as a 

description of various fundamental economic activities between sectors, but also of grave 

concern from the view point of economic planning. As a characteristic feature of capitalistic 

economy, the guidance of the economy by government generally avoids the use of direct 

measures that regulate the economy, e.g. price control, rationning etc. Thus the indirect 

measures such as discount rates and tax rates are frequently mobilized by the government as 

means of economic planning. The impact of these measures on economic activities, especially 

those activities which are within the scope of national accounts, are roundabout in nature. 

In order to make out a chain of effects which are due to the impact of these instruments 

the general framework of economic circulation as an integrated whole is indispensable. One 

can not say the extent and magnitude of these impacts without knowing how various funda-

* The article is based on my experiences as a member of Kokumin Keizai Keisan Chosa linkai 
(Research Committee of National Economic Accounting) which was established in the Economic Plan-
ning Agency. I had the opportunity to participate in the discussions and deliberations of the Committee. 

In particular. I am indebted to Professors K. Ohkawa. Hitotsubashi University, and K. Miyazawa, 
Yokohama Municipal University, Harry Oshima, University of Hawaii, and Mr. I. Sakura. Economic Re-
search Institute of Economic Planning Agency for helpfu] suggestions. However, the author is solely 
responsible for the content of the article. 

In the subsequent article the use of the terms, nationd economic accounts and national accounts, is 

carefully distinguished. The use of the former is applied to the description of economic circulation in 

general by the use of accounts while the latter is confined to national income accounts and related 

totals. Consequently, the latter is part of the former. . 
l Some of them may be of worth mentioning here. The Eco-circ system developed by R. Frisch is 

perhaps the earliest attempt to present an integrated system of economic circulation (regarding with a 
brief explanation of Eco'circ system, see I. Ohlsson, On 1¥rational Accounting, Stockholm 1953, pp. 51-

61). Along the similar line. O. Aukrust devised a system of social accounting in his paper: "On the 

Theory of Social Accounting", 'rhe Review of Economic Studtes, 1949-50. Lindahl's system of national 
accounts first presented by E. Lindahl in his book, Stud,'es in the 1'hco':y of I~dloney and Capital, 

London 1939, and developed later to a full-fledged theory of nationa] accounting in his paper: "The 

Basic Concepts of National Accounting," International Econo'nic Papers, No. 7, 1957, seems to follow 

the same line of thoughts. A recent development of the REFI interflow system of the University 
Institute of Economics, Oslo University, under the guidance of R. Frisch genuinely directs its forcus to 

the integrated system of economic circulation. 
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mental activities are interrelated between sectors. 

The need of integration of national economlc accounting has something in common 
with present status in Japan. Economic planning experience in Japan, particularly in long-

range economic planning, strongly suggest that the implementation of economic planning 
heavily relies on monetary and fiscal measures, hence it follows that further elaboration of 

economic planning may not be successful, unless it is grounded on the knowledge of a 

comprehensive system of national economic accounting.2 

Aside from the necessity 0L integratlon of nationa] economic accounting that is due to the 

planning purpose, there is an urgent need of great importance in Japan for integration. The 

measuremeht of official national income statistics in Japan has been developed under the 

strong influenc of the United States since the end of the las.t War. However some drawbacks 

still exist in the present Japanese national income statistics. One of the most important 

among them is that the present national income statistics does not constitute a fully articu-

lated system.s 

As far as the construction of an input-output table is concerned, Japan has had fairly exten-

sive experiences, and some work has been made in the construction of a flow of funds system.4 

2 An expositron of the Ne¥v Long-Range Economic Plan (1961-70) was made by K. Ohkawa in his 
article, "The Use of National Income Accounts for Long-Range Planning in Japan (a mimeographed 
paper which was presented at the 1961 conference of the International Association for Research in 

Income and Wealth). He too pointed out the need for integration. 
3 The main portion of our official national income statistics consists of nine tables. Table I is 

named "Kokumin Soseisan to Soshishitsu" (Gross National Product and Expenditure), which is the 
national product and expenditure account in the usual sense. Table 2 is named "Kojinshotoku to sono 
Shobun" (Personal Income and its Appropriation), which is the appropriation account of personal sector. 

Table 3 is named "Zaiseishushi" (Receipt and Expenditure of the Government), which is the appropri-

atron account of the general government Table 4 s named "Kargarshushi" (Receipt and Expenditure 
of the Rest of the World), which is the rest of the world account. Table 5 is named "Sochochiku to 
Soshihonkeisei" (Gross Saving and Gross Capital Formation), which is the consolidated capital formation 

account rable 6 Is named "Sangyobetsu Kokunun Shotoku" (National Income by Industrial Origin). 
Table 7 is named "Bunpai Kokumin Shotoku" (National Income as Distributive Shares). Table 8 is 
named "Kokumin Soshishitsu" (Gross National Expenditure), which shows the breakdown of components 
of gross national expenditure. Table 9 is named "Jishitsu Kokumin Soshishitsu" (Gross National Ex-
penditure in Real Terms). As far as Table I to Table 5 are concerned, these five accounts are almost 

same to the five summary accounts of United States's national accounts. But the item of national 
income at factor cost appears in Table I instead of being separating out by distributive shares as in the 

summary accounts of the United States. While personal income which appears in Table 2 includes net 
transfer payments from the government, personal income which appears in Table 7 excludes transfer 

payments from the government. The fact prevents the present national income statistics from being a 

fully articulated system. 

4 The first input-output tables for 1951 were made separately by the Ministry of International Trade 

and Industry and the Economic Planning Agency of the Japanese Government. The Economic Planning 
Agency made a input-output table for 1953 for planning purpose. The MITI input-output table was 
revised to apply for 1954. The input-output table for 1955 is the flrst joint and cooperative work 
between ministries. The input-output table for 1960 is under joint construction by the several ministries. 

Japan has developed two different system of flow of funds. The first is the Bank of Japan's and the 

other is that of the Economic Planning Agency. A brief survey of these two flow of funds system was 
given by G.S. Dorrance in "The Present Status of Financial Accounts: A Review of Recent Develop-
ments", Inco,ne and Wealth, Series 9, London 1961. See also his "Financial Accounts in Countries 
other than the United States and Canada", T/7e Flow-ofiFunds Approach to Social Accounting, Princeton, 

1962. 
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　　　　However　the　systems　of　input・output　table　and　flow　of　fmds　are　neither　properly

coordinated　to　the　national　income　accounts　so　that　the五gures　of　the　input・output　table　are

comparable　with　national　income　statistics，nor　the　system　of　accomts，especially　like　the

flow　of　funds　system　of　the　Bank　of　Japan，can　be　fitted　into　the　accounting　structure

of　the　present　national　income　statistics。The　drawbacks　in　national　income　statistics，the

lack　of　coordination　between　the　nationahncome　statistics，the　input・output　table　and　the

flow　of　funds　system　can　be　overcome　if　a　system　of　integrated　national　economic　accomts

is　worked　out．

T”o伽‘zohθs！o！hθZ力渉θ8・7ηあo，z（ゾノ〉4！加J　E60no”z∫o／1060z6％！s

　　　　As　the　methodology　of　the　integration　of　national　economic　account玉ng　two　principal

approaches　come　at　once　to　our　mind．As　the　wel1－established　terminology　to　the　ap－

proaches玉s　not　still　available，we　may　call　the　one渉hθオo厩1初渉8g’窃ガonげn磁onαZ6‘oπoη吻

α‘‘o％n‘5，and　the　other孟ho加プ如」カ～孟θ8ア罐oηげπ傭oπα1660no雁oα‘60瑚孟5，By　the　former，

we　refer　to　attempt　to　construct　a　comprehensive　system　of　accounts　capable　of　recording

various　aspects　of　economic　activities　at　a　single　stroke．As　the　scope　of　the　total　inte－

gration　of　national　economic　account　is　comprehensive，the　transactions　that　reHect　various

economic　activities　necessarily　cover　both　r8α♂診解n5α漉oπ5and弄襯η‘翅診mπ5α漉01z5．The

real　transactions　are　those　transactions　which　are　related　to　the　productlon，appropriation

and　resting　of　real　objects，i．e，goods　and　services，of　a　tmnsactor，The丘nancial　transactions

are　those　t■ansactions　which　are　related　to　the　accrual，disapPearance　and　change　of　financial

objects　as　either　claims　for　or　debts　of　a　transactor．The丘nancial　objects　are　defined　as

those　objects　which　accompany　an　increase　oHending　to　one　tmnsactor，and　at　the　same　time

borrowing　of　the　other．The　interrelationships　of　economic　actMties　between5ε660プ5are

another　forcus　of　comprehensiveness．Consequently　in　mapping　out　the　design　of　integrated

national　economic　accountsαdetailed　speci丘cation　of　transactions　with　various　economic　ac。

tivities　an（1transactors　is　of　fundamentahmportance．5

　　　　1n　contrast，the　forcus　of　the　partial　integration　of　national　economic　accounts　is　limited

to　selected　economic　activities．In　the　partial　integration　approach，a　central　core　of　the

integrated　national　economic　accomts　is　picked　up．The　scope　of　the　central　core　then　is

enlarged　with　respect　to　a　particular　economic　activity　so　that　various　components　of　national

economic　accounts　may　be　coordinated　with　each　other．A　few　examples　of　the　partial

integration　may　be　useful　for　clarifying　the　nature　of　the　approach。

　　　　SupPose　that　the　national　accounts　are　chosen　as　the　central　core　in　the　partial　inte－

gration　approach，and　that　the　partial　integration　is　related　to　production　activity。　The

break　down　of　the　national　product　and　expenditure　account　by　production　sector　brings

out　sectoral　production　accounts．　The　sectoral　production　accounts　serve　as　a　bridge　be一

　5Examples　of　the　totahntegration　of　national　economic　accounts　are　few，Among　them　the　REFI

interβow　system　of　the　University　Institute　of　Economics　o｛Oslo　University　should　be　noted，The

skeleton　of　the　system　w＆s五rst　presented　ln　Frisch’s　paper，“Oslo　Decision　Models”，Memorandum

fra　Sosia1φkonomisk　Institutt，Universitetet　i　Oslo，4June1957，the　system　is　further　elaborated　in　hls

“A　Generalized　Form　of　the　REFI　Internow　Table”，Memorandum　fra　Sosialφkonomisk　Institutt，

Universitetet　i　Oslo，17November1959。
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tween the input-output system and the national accounts. Similarly, the consolidated capital 

formation account in the national accounts are disaggregated into institutional sectors, so that 

the sectoral capital transaction accounts are obtained. The role of sectoral capital transaction 

accounts as a bridge connecting the national accounts and the flow of funds system is easily 

extended to the integration of national balance sheets with national accounts. Once time 

:5~eries of sector accounts of national balance sheets are given, the change of sector accounts 

cf national balance sheet are matched with the sectoral capital transaction accounts- Thus 

the nature of the partial integration of national economic accounts is characterized by the 

specification of fundamental economic activities. 

There are three reasons why the partial integration approach is recommended for Japan. 

First, the theory of national economic accounting in Japan and elswhere has not yet attained 

levels which make feasible a full-fledged system of integrated national economic accounts 

though the importance of the integration problem is fully recognized. Second, in practice 

the statistical materials are inadequate for compiling integrated system of national 

economic accounts, even though the integrated system of national accounts has been com-

pleted in theory. Third, the total integration and the partial integration are not alternative 

approaches in the integration of national economic accounts. For the ultimate objective of 

the integration of national economic accounts the total integration is superior to the partial 

integration because of comprehensiveness. However the interrelationships of economic ac-

tivities, both in real and in financial transactions, are satisfactorily made clear even by the 

partial integration approach, as examples quoated above show. Limitations in the compre-

hensiveness of the partial integration approach is well compensated by ease of statistical 

measurement. Among these the second and third reasons are of particular interest in Japan. 

Our experience with the commodity-fiow method in the measurement of national income in 
Japan is limited, due mainly to insufficient data, especially the census data on wholesale and 

retail trade. Also as pointed out above the present status of national income statistics in 

Japan is easily adaptable to the partial integration approach rather than the total integra-

tion approach.6 

The logic of the partial integration of national economic accounts is diagrammatically 

shown in Figure 1. 

Comparison of our Figure I with a chart of a similar kind may make clear the charac-

teristics of our appraoch to partial integration. Let us compare it with Chart I of The 

*,~rational Economic Accounts of the United States.7 

As far as the methodology is concerned, there is not so much of a difference between 

Our approach and that of the book. However one point deserves to be noticed. Though 
attempts to reconcile the scopes of the five components of national accounts each other were 

made in the book, it does not appear that these components are integrated in a rigorous 

e The conclusion was also drawn by the Research Committee of National Economic Accounting 
established by the Economic Planning Agency of Japanese Government. In the Final Report of the 
Research Committee of National Economic Accounting the Committee discusses the integration problem 
fairly in detail and recommends the so-called partial integration approach. See, Kokumin Keizai Keisan 

Chosa linkai Hokoku, (Report of the Research Co'nmittee of ~¥,'ational Econo'nic Accounting (March 16, 

1962), p. 18). 

7 The National Eco'ro'nic Accounts of the United States, National Bureau of Economic Research, 
General Series 64, 1958, p. 49. 
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FIGURE 1 
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form in the sense that an accounting form which connects one component with the others 

is designed for. In the Figure I national accounts are integrated either with the input-

output table through the sectoral production accounts or with the flo¥;~r of funds accounts 

(and the national balance sheet) through the sectoral capital transaction accounts. For our 

approach an integration in the loose sense as in the book only appears in the integration of 

national accounts with the international balance of payment. Again, it is noticed that the 

starting point of the integration in our approach is the national accounts. The fact indicates 

without ambiguity the crucial part of national accounts that play in the integration of 

national economic accounting. The part is nothing but the one as ,a central core of the 

integrated system of national economic accounts. 

National AccountS as a Central Core of the Integrated 

National Economic AccountS 

In the partial integration approach it is essential to select a central core for the inte-

grated national economic accounts. Though some :arbitrariness may be accompanied with 

the selection process, it is quite sensible to pick out the national accounts as the central 
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core. This is because the national accounts have a long history as the statistical framework 

of fundamental economic activities between sectors. 

National accounts in most countries are composed of a system of accounts and sup-
porting tables. As the system of accounts is a simplified de_scription of fundamental economic 

activities between sectors, it is preferable that the design of accounts is simple enough in 

sectoral division and accounts construction. In principle, sectors are divided according to the 

function of transactors who belong to the sector. However this functional criterion for 

sectoral division is not necessarily applied unconditionally in practice. Smuggling in of the 

so-called institutional criterion in the sectoral division is inevitable. The situation arises in 

Japan too. According to the convention of Japanese national income statistics, sectors are 

divided into three sectors, i.e. business enterprises, personal sector and government sector. 

The second includes not only the private households and the non-profit institutions but the 

proprietors households such as farmers and other small proprietors.8 

The government sector in Japanese national income statistics is a good example of the 

mixture of the two criteria of sectoral division. The government sector, here, encompasses 

not only the general government in the national accounting sense, but also the business 

enterprises which are owned or controled by the government. It is better to include the 

latter in the business enterprise sector from the functional criterion.9 

TABLE 1 

OEEC A.S.N.A. : OEEC. A Standardized System of National Accounts, 1958 edition. 

However, the selection of the criterion for sector division in national accounts has been 

neither unambiguous nor of uniquely determined character. As examples in Japan show, the 

function il cntenon Is apt to be nnxed wrth the mstrtutional cntenon m actual sectormg 

Furthermore, the meaning of "functional" or "institutional" does not seem to be clear-cut. 

8 As a minor point, non-profit institutions which are established for the purpose of enhancing the 
productive ef~ciency of business are also included in the private sector. This is also a deviation from 

the functional criterion too. 
9 It may be of some interest to compare various difinitions of the government sector in the table 

above (Table 1). As a basis of comparison, we select definitions of the government sector in Japanese 
national income statistics, United Nation's A Manual for Economic and Functionl Classlfication of Gov-

ernment Transactions. New York, 1958 and OEEC's A Standardized Systen~ of 1¥rational Accounts, 
1958 edition, Paris, 1959 respectively. 
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As　Jaszi　once　pointed　out，the　statement　that　sectors　are　divided　on　an　institutional　basis　and

that　accounts　are　drawn　up　on　a　functional　basis　could　be　read　in　the　opposite　way：that

sectors　are　separated　on　a　functional　basls　and　that　accounts　are　drawn　up　on　an　institu－

tional　basis．10　So　a　closer　investigation　of　the　meaning　of“functiona1”or“institutiona1”is

useful　for　a　clarification　of　the　purpose　of　the　sector　division　in　national　accounts。

　　　　In　the　first　place　it　turns　out　that　the　distinction　between　the　institutional　and　the

functional　criteria　mainly　refers　to　the　group三ng　of甜翻5αo‘07・5，How　are　transactors　spe－

ci丘ed7　According　to　the　functional　criterion，the　transactors　are　grouped　by　the　principle

that　each　member　of　a　homogeneous　group（or　set）of　transactors　functions　as　a　decision

unit　in　a　homogeneous　group　of　transactors．Accordingly，the　households　are　regarded　as

the　decision　unit　which　makes　a　consumption　decision　in　the　sense　that　theory　of　consumefs

choice　is　straightforwardly　apPlied　as　the　guiding　Principle　of　the　behaviour　of　the　decision

unit．Non・profit　institutions　are　also　treated　in　the　same　way　as　the　households　on　the

ground　that　the　former　is　regarded　in　its　capαcity　as　the　decision　unit　of　consumer7s

planning．According　to　the　same　criterion，the　business　enterprises　are　the　decision　units

that　make　decisions　on　production　plans，Corresponding　to　the　theory　of　consumerシs　choice，

theguidingPrinciple・fthebehavi・ur・fbusinessenterprisesisthethe・ry・fpr・ductui・n
planning．The　functional　criterion　that　divides　households　and　non・profit　institutions　from

business　enterprises　is　somewhat　obscured　by　the　existence　of　proprietors　households　or

unincorporated　enterprises．　In　their　capacity　as　decision　units　these　unincorporated　businesses

are　mixed　units．Their　decision　that　is　made　as　households　is　not　necessarily　separated　from

that　as　business　enterprises．Another　ambiguity三s　caused　by　the　scarcity　of　data　which

are　needed　to　clar迂y　the　intrinsic　characteristics　of　the　behaviour　of　these　unincorporated

enterprises．The　govemment　sector　is　also　not　immune　from　the　same　di伍culty，Govem－

ment　authorities　have　a　dual　function．On　the　one　hand　they　behave　in　the　same　way・as、

households　and　non・pro五t　institutions．They　allocates　their　revenues　to　items　of　consumption

expenditures．But　the　genuine　function　of　govemment　authorities　lies　in　the　production　of

pub互ic　goods　and　services．11　How　is　the　production　of　public　goods　and　services五tted　into

　10George　Jaszi，“The　ConceptuaI　Basis　of　the　Accounts：A　Reexamination”，A　Cア・‘吻μ8げごhθU〃！∫8♂

S鰭5乃：60拠8απ4Pro4πc副‘‘o臨5，Studies　in　Income　and　We＆lth，Vol。22，Princeton1958，p．27，
　　11The　genuine　role　of　government　lies　in　the　supply　of　public　goods　and　services　which　are　not
produced　by　private　businesses　or　households．　Essent玉ally　the　public　goods　and　services　are　for　co1－

lective　use　of　the　public，　Highways，for　instance，are　used　for　both　consumption　purpose　and　pro－
ductio臓purpose．Thus　the　public　goods　and　services　are　frequently　de且ned　as　those　goods　and　servlces

whose　marginal　utillty　of　one　economlc　unit　is　equal　to　that　of　others．Police　and　military　services　are

other　examples　of　public　services．In　reality，the　govemment　agencies　not　only　supply　the　public　goods
an〔l　services，but　also　take　a　part　in　the　production　of　non－public　goods　and　services、　Accordingly　the

dis血ction　between　the　activity　of　the　govemment　which　refers　to　the　supply　of　public　goods　and
services　and　that　which　does　not　refer　to　the　supply　of　public　goods　and　services　is　meaningful　from

the　standpoint　of　classification　of　transactors。The　former　activity　may　be　termed　the　pure　govemment

activity，and　the　latter　is　govemment　business　activity．Govemment　agencies　which　carry　on　the　pure

govemment　activity　belong　to　the　general　govemment　sector．Govemment　agencies　which　are　engaged
in　the　go▽emment　business　activity　are　included　in　the　govemment　enterprise　sectoL　In　this　way　the

functional　criterion　of　sector　d三vlsion　is　consisteutly　maintained．As　I　previously　mentioned，the　sector・

ing　of“govemment”in　the　current　Jap＆nese　national　income　statistics　is　not　based　on　the　functional

criterion．In　Japan　the　definition　of　the　govemment　sector三s　too　broad　to　indicate　economic　acti、・ities

of　the　government．　In　the　recent　Rqウoπげ孟h8Rθ58α須‘んCoη多η夢露ψ68　げム勉‘ガonαl　E‘oηoηあ6A‘60π1πiπ9

it　is　recommed　that　the　present　government　sector　should　be　rearranged　so　that　it　could　be　divided　lnto

two　sub・sectors，the　general　govemment　and　others．
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the national accounts? As a growing tendency of the mixed economy, government enterprises 

compete l';'ith private business enterprises in the production of non-public goods and servlces. 

How should the dividing line between government enterprises and private business enterprises 

be drawn? These are problems that should be faced when we proceed to the sectoring of 

national accounts. The second criterion for sectoring stems from the previous discussion. 

As pointed out above, both criteria refer to the grouping of t,-ansactors. In both criteria 

the characteristics of transactors are assumed tacility to be independent of the distinction 

between real and financial objects transacted. However, the sectoring of transactors may be 

related to the ownership of real and financial objects because a dividing line between the 

llouseholds sector and the business enterprise sector is drawn on the ground that the former 

is a group of transactors which own primary factors and financial objects, while that the 

group in the latter is the one which owns real objects other than primary factors.12 

Moreover the point is relevant to the treatment of government activity, for government 

agencies can be classified as an ownership sector of either real or financial objects. Should 

government agencies be classified as a household sector or as a business enterprise sector? 

In the fonner case, government agencies are regarded as a set of transactors owning primary 

factors and financial objects. It appears that the argument that the government sector 

supplies (primary) factor services is deeply rooted in the assumption that the government 

sector is an ownership sector of primary factors and financial objects.13 

In the latter case, the conclusion is that those government agencies which own real 

(rbjects other than primary factors form a sector. 

It is true that the sectoring based on the ownership of real or financial objects is not 

prevalent in national accounting, but the idea seems to be of some interest from the stand-

point of the integration of national economic accounting since a sectoral breakdown of 

financial transactions by each financial object throws lights on the financial structure of the 

economy. It is essential for the clarification of financial aspects of the economy that the 

financial structure is shown as the liquidity structure. Thus a classification of finanical 

Object according to the degree of liquidity is useful for the purpose. The integrated national 

economic accounts thus obtained throws light on the complex of real and finacial trans-
actions . 1 4 

Summing up, we come to the conclusion that the sector division based on the functional 

criterion is preferred, and that the sector division according to ownership of financial objects 

is of some use for the monetary analysis. For the sector division of Japanese national 

income staistics, it is recommended that farmers and proprietors be segregated from house-

12 The sectoring on the basis of the ownership of real and financial objects was first introduced by 

E. Lindahl. Studies in the Theory of Money and Capital, p. 74. It seems to me that the point has long 

been neglected except in a few cases. 
13 R. Frisch persistetly argued that the government activities are regarded as the supply of factor 

services, because they furnish the economy so-called "organization" (the school system, deLence, care of 

the sick etc.). Consequently Frisch insists that indirect taxes minus subsidies are remuneration for 

factor services of government. However it seems to me that Frisch is not fully aware of the fact that 

his argument is intimately related to the above mentioned logic of sectoring. See Ohlsson, op. cit., 

p. 117, on Frisch's argument. 
14 An interesting attempt to introduce the ownership sectors into an integrated system of national 

economic accounts has been made by R. Frisch. In particular, see his article : "A Generalized Form of 

the REFI Interflow Table", op. cit. 
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holds　and　non－pro五t　insdtutions　in　the　personal　sector，and　that　govemment　enterprises，

however　they　may　be　de五ned，be　separated　from　the　general　govemment．15

　　　　Constmction　ofα‘‘o襯∫5is　as　important　as　sectoring．Various　fundamental　economic

actMties　are　speci丑ed　by　accounts．How　many　accomts　corresponding　to　the　fundamental

activit三es　should　be　introduced　in　the　system　of　nation＆1accomtsP　It　is　evident　that　greater

the　number　of　aspects　of　economic　activities　we　choose　to　include　the　more　elaborate　the

description　of　the　economy　becomes，but　the　national　accounts　as　a　central　core　of　the

integration　of　national　economic　accounts　should　be　a　simpli五ed　representation　of　trans－

actions，As　a　usual　convention　in　the　accounting　design　of　national　accounts，there　is　no

doubt　that（1）production，（2）appropriation，and（3）capit＆1formation　of　real　objects　form

the　fundamental　economic　activities，so　that　corresponding　to　these　economic＆ctivities　the

production　account，the　appropriation　account　and　the　capital　formation　account段re　con－

stmcted　in　consolidated　form　respectively．

　　　　From　the　standpoint　of　the　analysis　of　economic　behaviour　a　sectoral　division　of　the

consolidated　apProPτiation　account　into　the　apPropriation　account　of　the　personal　sector　and

that　of　general　govemment　is　highly　fruitfu1．There　are　two　ways　of五tting　intemational

transactions　into　a　system　of　accounts．First，intemational　transactions　are　regarded　as

transactions　which　are　made　between　the　nation　and　foreign　transactors．It　follows　from　the

approach　that　the　rest　of　the　world　account玉s　a　consolidated　statement　of　transactions　which

refer　to　the　rest　of　the　world　sector．Second，intemat玉onal　transactions　are　consideredαn

elaboration　of　economic　activities．Following　this　approach　the　rest　of　the　world　account　is

formed　in　such　a　way　that　those　transactions　which　are　not　related　to　domestic　economic

activities　are　recorded　in　the　account．The　classification　of　transactions，in　the　former　case，

between　the　intemational　transactions　is　made　according　to　the　principle　of　whether　each

transaction　refers　to　foreigners　or　not．In　other　words　the　classi丘cation　is　based　on　the

di鉦erence　of　transactors．　On　the　other　hand，international　transactions　in　the　latter　case　are

recorded　in　the　rest　of　the　worl（i　account　as　representing　a　particular　aspect　of　econom三c

activities　Though　both　these　approaches　does　not　seem　to　be　without　grounds，the　reason

why　the　former　is　preferred　are　twofold．It　is　doubtful　whether　the　economic　activity

referring　to　the　rest　of　the　world　is　the　one　that　is　comparable　to　any　other　fundamental

economlce　actlvltles．Second，under　a　fully　articulate（i・system　of　national　accounts，the　rest

of　the　world　account　is　derived　from　a　consolidation　of　accounts　which　are　related　to

national　transactors．The　fact　implies　that　it　is　a　mere　reHection　of　national　economic

activities．エ6

　　　　Sometimes　it　tums　out　to　be　convenlent　to　keep　a　recording　of　distribution　activities

which　is　separated　from　the　production　activities．The　way　of　recor（iing　is　of　particularly

usefulness　when　we　are　illterested　in　the　conditions　under　which　national　products　are

　　15As　for　de丘ning　govemment　enterprises　in　practice，di伍culties　may　arlse　because　the〔1ividing　hne

between　private　business　enterprises　and　those　which　are　owned　or　controled　by　the　gQvemment　is

somewhat　ambiguous．We　cannot　go　lnto　the　details　of　the　de且nition　of　govemment　enterprises　in

Japanese　national　income　statistics．　However　it　may　be　pointed　out　that　the　problem　is　practically

important，as　the　weight　of　government　enterprises　in　business　activity　tends　to　increase，

　　16GJaszi　seems　to　support　the　latter　view　in　his　artlcle　before　mentioned，saying　that“I　prefer

the　extema1．accomt　approach，in　this　simpler　variant，rather　than　the　intematlonal　sector　approach’ン

（Jaszl，oρ，‘ガム，p，35）．However　his　reasoning　for　the　adoption　of　the　Iatter　approach　is　not　convincing．
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distributed　to　the　factors　of　production．　The　independent　recording　of　distribution　activity

主mplies　that　a　particular　account　which　lndicates　distribution　of　net（or　gross）outputs　to

various　factors　of　production　as　remunerations　is　useful　for　national　accounts．We　may　call

the　account　in　the　consolidated　level　the　consolidated　income　formation　account．王7

　　　　To　sum　up，the　fundamental　constituent　factors　of　national　accounts　are56‘孟or5and

46‘oμηお．　It　is　useful　that　transactors　are　grouped　innto　sectors　according　to　the　functional

criterion　in　the　sense　that　each　sector　is　composed　of　a　common　and　homogeneous　decision

making　transactors．As　a　logical　consequence　of　the　functional　criterion，intemational

transactions　are　grouped　and　expressed　as　a　sector　account．　The　specification　of　accounts

is　made　by　various　economic　activities．It　proves　to　be　useful　that　the　production　of丘nal

outputs，their　distribution　to　factors　of　production（income　formation），and　the　appropriation

of　income　and　capital　formation　are　selected　as　basic　economic　activitles，each　of　which

correspond　to　relevant　accounts．

　　　　To　draw　up　a　system　of　natioml　accounts　the　following　notations　are　used：

　　　　　　Y，National　Income（Net　National　Product　at　Factor　Cost）

　　　　　　T‘d　Indirect　Taxes　less　Subsidies
　　　　　　　　　ヲ

　　　　　　D，Depreciation　Allowances

　　　　　　W，Compensation　for　Employees

　　　　　　E，Income　of　Proprietors　and　Farms

　　　　　　R抱，Personal　Property　Income　less　Interest　on　Consumers’Debt

　　　　　　Rg，Govemment　Income　from　Property　and　Entrepreneurship　less　Interest　on　Public

　　　　　　　Debts

　　　　　　Tんd，Personal　Direct　Taxes

　　　　　　TC¢，Direct　Taxes　on　Corporations

　　　　　　3c，Saving　of　Corporations

　　　　　　G。，Consumers’Expenditure　on　Goods　and　Services

　　　　　　T瓦，ノ，Net　Transfer　of　Person　to　the　Rest　of　the　World

　　　　　　S孔，Personal　Saving

　　　　　　Cσ，Govemment　Current　Expenditure　on　Goods　and　Services

　　　　　　Tσん∫，Net　Transfers　of　Govemment　to　Person

　　　　　　Tσ，ノ，Net　Transfer　of　Govemm6nt　to　the　Rest　of　the　World

　　　　　　30シSaving　of　Govemment

　　　　　　1＊，Gross　Domestic　Capital　Formation

　　　　　　Lπ，Net　Increase　of　Lending　to　the　Rest　of　the　World

　　　　　　X，Sales　of　Goods　and　Seτvices　to　the　Rest　of　the　World　and　Factor　Income　from

　　　　　　　　the　Rest　of　the　World

　　　　　　M，Purchases　of　Goods　and　Services　fro卑the　Rest　of　the　World　and　Factor　Income

　　　　　　　　Payment　to　the　Rest　of　the　World．

　　　　A　system　of　national　accounts　that　plays　a　part　of　central　core　in　the　integration　of　a

national　economic　accounting　is　presented　below．18

　　エ7The　reason　for　the　expression，income　formation　account　instead　of　income　distribution　account，is

due　to　the　fact　that　some　elements　of　transfer　transactions　are　m壷xed　in　the　account，obscuτing　the　true

natureofdistribution．Amorerigorousde丘nitionoftransfertransactionsshallbediscussedlater．
　　18The　system　of　national　accounts　is　the　same　as　the　one　appearing　in　the　R6ρoπげκoゑκ那‘π

Kθ言乞α∫κεzざαη　Cho5α五η焉α∫．See　pP．21－21　0f　the1切）oπ，
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( i ) National Product and Expenditure Account 

Y+Tid+D=Cn+Cg+1*+X-M 
( ii ) Consolidated Income Formation Account 

W+E+R +R +T +S,=Y 
(iii) Appropriation Account for Person 

C +T +T~.f+Sn=W+E+Rh+Tghf 
(iv) Appropriation Account for General Government 

ia C +Tghf+Tg,f+S =T +Tha+T,d+Rg 
( v ) Consolidated Capital Formation Account 

I*+L"=D+S,+Sn+Sg 
(vi) Rest of the World Account 

X=M+ T,~,f + Tg,f +L" 
It is easily shown that given the consistency in the detailed definitions of the items the 

system of national accounts is a fully articulated system. Therefore, the rest of the world 

account is derived consolidating the accounts from (1) to (5). It turns out to be useful that 

supporting tables are attached to the system of national accounts in order to supply detailed 

informations that are necessary for the integration purpose. In connection with (1) National 

Product and Expenditure Account twO tables are mentioned. These are: (i.i) the sectoral 

production accounts and (i.ii) the cross classification of GDP (or GNP) by industry and 

institutional sector, with the former playing a crucial part in the integration of national 

accounts with the input-output table. Debit entries of the (ii) Consolidated Income Formation 

Account are broken down by industry. This provides a table that shows distributive shares 

of factors, the table (ii.i). In connection with (5) Consolidated Capital Formation Account, it 

is useful that (5) is supplemented by two accounts. These are: (v.i) sectoral capital trans-

action accounts and (v,ii) cross classification of gross domestic capital formation by capital 

assets and industry. As in the case of the sectoral production account, the former is the 

one that connects national accounts with either national balance sheets or the flow of funds 

accounts in an integrated whole. The latter opens the possibility of integrating of either 

national balance sheets or flow of funds accounts with the input-output table via the capital 

formation activity.*9 

Consequently, the following tables are attached to the system of national accounts as 

supporting tables for integration. These are: 

(i.i) sectoral production accounts, 

(i.ii) cross-classification of GDP (or GNP) by industry and institutional sector, 

(ii.i) distributive shares of factors by industry, 

(v.i) sectoral capital transaction accounts, 

19 Though our interest in the above has been the problem of integration of national economic 
accounts, another aspect of supporting tables may be worth the readers' attention. The (iv) Appropria-

tion Account of General Government may be supplemented by a table cross-classified by functional 
and economic transactions. As a similar table for capital transactions of government sector is produced 

by (v.i), the two tables will give a comprehensive picture of government economic activity. The 
elaboration of the government account along this line is developed in UN's A Manual for Economic 
and Functional Class'fuation of Goveru'nent Transactions, New York, 1958. 

A breakdown of consumers' expenditure on goods and services by their durability is also useful from 

the standpoint of analyzing consumer's behaviour, so that a more detailed break down of consumers' 
e*penditure by expenditure items deserves to be attempted for the supporting tables in national accounts. 
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　　　　（v．ii）　cross　classification　of　gross　capital　formation　by　capital　assets　and　industry．

　　　　Reutming　to（2）Consolidated　Income　Formation　Account，one　point　should　be　noted．

We　have　dealt　with　the　account　as　a　statement　of　the　distribution　of　national　products　to

factors　of　production　as　remunerations，In　the　accounting　design　the　problem　of　measure－

ment　of　items　that　appear　in　national　accounts　together　with　their　classi五cation　must　been

taken　into　account．If　debit　entries　of（2）are　measured　by　the　so－called　income　method，

while　credit　entries　of　it　are　measured　by　the　production　method（or　so・called　commodity

How　method），the　total　of　the　debtor　side　of（2）is　not　necessarily　equal　in　value　to　the

creditor　side（national　income），so　that　statlstical　discrepancy　necessarily　appears．I　prefer

that　the　item　of　statistical　discrepancy　is　debited　in（2）．The　procedure　is　contmry　to　the

convention　that　the　statistical　discrepancy　is　recorded　in　Japanese　national　income　statistics，

bec＆use　it　is　recorded　as　a　debit　entry　in　the　account　of　Gross　Natlonal　Product　and　Gross

National　Expendlture，Theτeason　why　I　dispense　with　the　statistical　discrepancy　in（1〉

National　Product　and　Expenditute　Account　is　due　to　the　fact　that（1）plays　an　essential　part

for　the　integration．（1）is　a　consolidated　statement　of　production　activity　in　the　economy．

With　the　consolldation　of　sectoral　production　accomts，the　input－output　table　is　easily　inte－

grated　with　national　accomts．Therfore，sectoral　production　accomts　must　record　what　each

sector　produces　and　how　products（net　or　gross）are　sold　to　relevant　sectors．The　production

method　seems　to　be　the　only　correct　method　in　compihng　sectoral　production　accounts．The

production　method　must　be　preserved　just　for　the　purpose　of　compiling　sectoral　production

accounts。The　income　method，in　tum，is　of　particular　use　for　the　measurement　of　dis－

tributive　shares　of　factor　incomes．It　is　a　consistent　method　of　measuring　figures　that

appear　in　debitor　side　of（2〉．It　follows　from　this　consideration　that　the　item　of　statistical

discrepallcy　is　debite（l　in（2）instead　of（1）．

　　　　In　concluding　this　section，it　may　be　pointed　out　that　the　distlnction　of　transfer　trans－

actions　from　other　real　or五nancial　transactions　is　usefuL　To　give　a　rigorous　definition　of

transfer　transactions　it　seems　to　be　of　some　interest　to　notice　that　in　usual　case　real

transactions　which　shift　real　objects　from　one　trans＆ctor　to　another　is　accompanied　by

correspQnding　financlal　tmnsactions　which　shift五nanclal　objects　in　the　reverse　way．This

implies　the　following：suppose　a　set　of　real　transactions　on　the　one　hand，say　Z，，and　a　set

of丘nancial　transactions　on　the　other，say　Z∫，And　suppose　that　there　exists　sub－sets　o伍nancial

transactions　which　have　one　to　one　correspondence　with　shifts　of　real　and丘nancial　objects

respectively，If　the　subsets　are　expressed　by　Z7＊and　Z∫＊，and　if　the　difference　betweenるand

the　sum　of　Z∫＊and　Z．＊ls　not　an　empty　set，then　a　transaction　which　belong　to　the　difference

between身and　the　sum　of　Z∫＊and　Z．＊is　called診紹n並r∫耀n5α6∫ioη．20

　　　　The　concept　of　transfer　transactions　has　once　been　discussed　by　E．R．Rolph　fairly　in

detalL　But　is　does　not　seem　that　the　full　de6nition　of　the　concept　was　given　by　him．It　is

beheved　that　there　exists　still　room　for　improving　the　de且nltion．Two　criteria　that　charac・

terize　the　transfer　transactions　are　（1uoated　in　his　paper，　These　are：（1）the　transfer

transactions　form　a　part　of　income　of　receiving　tmnsactor，and　is　recorded，therefore，on　the

credit　side　of　the　income　account　of　receMng　transactor，（2）no　real　objects　are　retumed　for

　20The　argument　is　somewhat　related　to　the　axiomatic　approach　in　the　classi五cation　of　transactions

forconstmctionofnatiQnalaccounts，Aconsistentattempttoconstructasystemofnationalaccounts
based　on　the　axiomat呈c　approach　was　developed　by　O。Aukrust．See　his　doctoral　thesis，八竹ゆnα」一

7r89η5たαρ，乃07r召拡5乃8Prz。n5ψPβr，Oslo　1955，PP．79－102．
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the transfer transactions.21 

His definition loses generality on two points. First, he maintains that every transfer 

transactions are recorded m the mcome account of receiving transactor. His argument is 
only valid for the case of income transfer, but is not so for capital transfer.22 

Second, it is true that income flows become transfer transactions in Rolph's sense if 

flows of goods and services are not exchanged in return for them, but it does not follow 

that every income flows which do not accompany corresponding fiows of goods and services 

necessarily become transfer transaction. Defects in Rolph's definition of transfer transaction 

are removed by our definition. 

Without losing generality, our transfer concept is reclassified so that many-sided proper-

ties of transfer concepts could be indicated. An example of the reclassification is as follows. 

Voluntary transfer 

Contractual transfer 

Compulsory transfer 

direct 

donations 

interest payment, pensions 

direct taxes, fees 

indirect 

subsidies 

indirect taxes 

As the classification of transfer transactions shows, they are more or less relevant to 

government transactions. In other words the classification and definition of transfer concept 

are usually related to government activity. As a result, a reclassification of transfer concept 

is meaningiul on the ground that it is a useful clue to an analysis of government behaviour. 

According to an example previously mentioned, the transfer concept is classified in two 

ways. First, it is classified on the basis of whether a transfer payment is made by the 

agreement of two relevant transactors, or whether it is decided by the unilateral decision of 

one transactor. The transfer concept in the latter case is further divided into voluntary and 

compulsory transfer. Second, the transfer concept is divided into direct transfer and indirect 

transfer ; the former's effects are limited to the transactors concerned while the latter's effects 

are extended to transactors other than those directly participating. The analysis of govern-

ment activity is further elaborated by this classification of the transfer concept, which consti-

tutes a genuine characteristic of government transactions.23 

21 E.R. Rolph, "The Concepts of Transfers in Income Estimates" Quarterly Jour,1al of E ' , cono'ntcs. Vol. LXII, May 1948, p. 329. 
22' A clear distinctisn of Income transfer from capital transfer is stressed in the OEEC's A Standard-

ized System of National Accoultts, 1958 edition, Paris 1959. Especially, see pp. 88-89. In principle I 
find no ground to disagree with the distinction between capital and income transfers, though I recognize 

the fact that the debate which was raised around the treatment of international transfers between 
specialists of national accounts in UN, OEEC and IMF did not reach a definite conclusion. 

23 Kuznets' argument in his earlier work that indirect taxes are remunerations for government 
productive activities appears to be based on inadequate understanding of the exact meaning of transfer. 

See his "Government Product and National Income," Income and Wealth Series I, London 1951. 
A classification of transfers somewhat similar to ours was given by I. Ohlsson. See his On Naiional 

Accounting, p. 154. 
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Integration oj' National _4ccounts with the luput-Output Table 

We have discussed in the previous sections a methodology for the integration of national 

economic accounting. As a conclusion arrived there, it was pointed Tout that the partial 

integration approach is adopted. Among fundamental economic activities described in national 

accounts the two has been selected, on which the forcus of integration is concentrated. 

These are: (1) production and (-9) capital formation. In this section we~~'shall discuss the 

integration of national accounts with the input-output table through construction of sectoral 

production accounts. 
It has shown in Figure I that the input-output table is integrated with national 

~accounts via sectoral production accounts. Consequently, to show the' accounting design of 

~_ectoral production accounts is the proper course of our argument. From this standpoint, 

it is possible to construct the production account by sector that is shown below. 

Most credit entries of the sectoral production account (sector i) Iare~j recorded at 

purchaser's price. This is a device for deriving the net domestic product valued at producer's 

price from the sectoral account. 

Sectoral Production Account 

Sector i 

Purchases of Intermediate Products 

(purchaser's price) Ui 

Increase (-) or Decrease (+) of Stocks 

of Raw Materials -Ri 
Depreciation Allowances Di 

Purchases from abroad 

(c.i,f. price) Mi 
Marglns, Transportation Costs and 

Import Duties Ta 

Net Domestic Product Yi 

Total Input 

Delivery 

Delivery 

Dilivery 

Dilivery 

Increase 

Increase 

Work 

of 

of 

of 

of 

of 

of 

m 

Products to producers 

(purchaser's price) 

Products to consumers 

(purchaser's price) 

Products to government 

(purchaser's price) 

Products to abroad 

(f.o.b. price) 

Fixed Capital Goods 

(purchaser's price) 

Stocks 

progress and products 

Vi 

Ci 

Gi 

Xi 

Fi 

J
i
 

Total Output 

Note that in conventional input-output table transactions are recorded at producer's price. 

This method irnplies that the valuation of the components of final demand vector in the 

input-output table corresponing to credit entries in the sectoral production account is made 

at producer's prices. The method of valuation in the input-output table becomes inconsistent 

with that of the sectoral production account. However, if the input-output table is con-

structed at purchaser's price basis, the valuation of it is reconciled with that in the sectoral 

production account. Though input-output tables which are recorded on purchaser's price 
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basis have never been compiled in Japan, the input-output table for 1960 that is now being 

compiled is :designed so that the input-output table valued at purchaser's price may be 

available . Therefore the accounting design of the sectoral production account does not seem 

to depart too far from the reality in Japan.24 

Sectoral production accounts supply an information on production activity by production 

sector. Net domestic products at market prices by sector are obtained from the sectoral 

production accounts as indices of production activity. What is the suitable concept for 

indicating production activity by sector? For integration purposes there is little doubt that 

sectoral products should be valued at market prices. The valuation of sectoral products at 

market prices is significant not only for integration but also for the analysis of production 

activity by sector. Those who prefer the factor cost concept of sectoral products argue that 

the market prices concept is vulnerable to changes in taxes and subsidies and that the factor 

cost concept is invariant to such changes. However, because business enterprises reorganize 

their production decisions when a new tex system is introduced, factor incomes of each 

enterprise are necessarily subject to change owing to factor substitution. 

The weak point of the market prices concept lies in the existence of government 
activity. From a welfare view point it is supposed that a bundle of commodities on the 

credit side of the sectoral production account is an index of social welfare of the economy. 

Prices of goods and services stand for marginal utilities of relevant goods and services. 

Does the same situation apply to public goods and services? If the situation is the same 

for both to pnvate and public goods and servrces who evaluate the marginal utilities of the 

latter and how are they evaluated? It is not unusual that the government does not neces-

sarily fix prices of its products on a level sufficient to cover costs of production. It is 

possible that marginal utilities of public goods and services (for example, medical care) are 

evaluated at unduly low level, if prices of government products are quoated by those which 

consumers actually pay for them. It is sometimes argued that government products are of 
worth to the economy in general, at least at what they cost, so that the marginal valuation 

of their products is held to be valid as a matter of principle. Or it is argued that the 

marginal valuation of government products is based on a principle that is entirely different 

from the one which is formed by market mechanism.25 

Hicks' argument is merely a matter of convention by which transactions of public goods 

and services are recorded, and does not seem to be a real solution of the problem. It is 

an attractive idea that the marginal valuation of public goods and services are different from 

that of private goods and sevices, as Ohlsson argues. Admitting the Ohlsson's approach, 

it must be pointed out that there still exists a difficult question whether the optimal com-

bination of both private and public goods and services is attained under the condition that 

the marginal valuation 0L private and public goods and services are separated from each 

24 An example of oflicial publication of sectoral production accounts is seen in the Norweigian 
national accounts. See, Statistisk Sentralbyr~ Norge, Nasjonalregnskap, 1930-1939 og 1946-1951. 
Oslo. 1952. Though slight modifications were made in the 1954 edition of the Norwegian national ac-

counts, the fundemental idea of sectoral production accounts is kept unaltered. Accordingly, national 

accounts and the input-outout table in Norway are firmly integrated via sectoral production accounts. 

25 The former the above arguments was first pointed out by J. R. Hicks in his article : "The Valuation 

of the Social Income", Economica, 1940 May; Ohlsson treats the latter problem in detail. See, his On 
1¥Tational Accounting, p. 90. 
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other by decision units.26 

It should be remembered that sector division of sectoral production accounts, as a 

matter of principle, must coincide with those in the input-output table. As a consequence, 
it follows that the principle of sector division in sectoral production accounts is based on 

activity in the broad sense of the word. However, the sectoral production accounts in 
reality will be presented more or less in aggregated level, and in sector division they will 

not differ much from the present form of publication of national income by industrial origin. 

The fundamental difference between the present form of national income by industrial origin 

and the sectoral net domestic products which are derived from the sectoral production ac-

counts lies in the fact that the latter is a more appropriate concept to the analysis of pro-

duction activity from both theoretical and measurement viewpoints.27 

The construction of sectoral production accounts suggests that the production method is 

preferred for measurement of items in sectoral production accounts since it is compatible 

with the logic of the accounts. Though the measurement of national income in Japan has 

been heavily dependent on the income method, the development of the production method is 

very promising due to present status of industrial statistics. As our input-output table is 

expected to be compiled in every fifth year, the measurement of sectoral production accounts 

in the other years could be made by a short-cut method.2B 

26 The theory of public expenditure does not seem to throw much light on the problem in spite of 

its recent deve]opment. See, in particular P A Samuelson "The Pure Theory of Public Expendrture" 
The Review of Econonlics and Statistics, Vol. VIL No. 4, November 1954, and R. H. Strotz, " Two 
Proposrtrons Related to Public Goods" The Revlew of Economics and Statistics, Vol. XL No. 4, 

November 1958. 
27 An interesting fact is that national income by industrial origin in Japan has been measured by 

breaking down the aggregate national income (at factor cost) which in turn is measured by the income 

method. 
28 An Interesting experiment related to the short-cut method has been carried out by the Economic 

Research Institute of the Economic Planning Agency. The direct purpose of this experiment was to 
compare ofiicial national income estimates by industral origin with what is calculated from the input-

output table after differences of concepts and sectors are adjusted. The comparison was made for 
calendar year of 1955 and the procedure of calculation was as follows. (1) Components of final demand 

in the input-output table were adjusted to relevant concepts in the national income statistics. (2) Com-

ponents of final demand thus adjusted were broken down by sectors according to sector division of the 
input-output table. (3) Let f stand for the final demand vector. I, A and M stand for unit matrix, matrix of 

technical coefficient and matrix of import coefficient respectively. Then output vector (x), was calculated 

by the formula, 
x = ( I - A + M)- f 

(4) Let us suppose that the ratio between sectoral national income and sectoral o t t ~ known for upu Is 
every sectors. Let vi stand for the ratio for i sector. Then national income of ith sector G,i) is 

calculated from 

yi = vixt 
(5) Sectoral outputs are aggregated into sectors by appropriate size. The comparison of corresponding 

figures of national income by industrial origin is shown in Table 2. It appears from the result that 

there docs not exist a significant difference between the figures of national income by industrial origin 

derived from the national income statistics and those which are taken from the input-output table. 
The result also suggests that the experiment may be substituted as a short-cut method to compile the 

sectoral production accounts, provided that technical coefficients and import coefiicients in the input-

output. table are fairly stable during the five year period. 
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TABLE 2 
(milliard Yen) 

99 

1. Agriculture 

2. Forestry 

3. Fishery 

Primary Industry 
(1. +2. +3.) 

4. Constructions 

5. Mining 

6. Manufacturing 

Secondary Industry 
(4. +5. +6.) 

7. Services, Transportations 

8. Public Utilities 

9. Miscellaneous 

Tertiary Industry 
(7. +8. +9. ) 

Total 

(1) 

1, 070 

238 

85 

1, 393 

270 

1 45 

1, 581 

1, 996 

2, 775* 

114 

553 

3, 442 

6, 811 

(2) 

1, 179 

148 

1 70 

1 , 497 

324 

136 

1, 521 

1, 981 

} 3, 075* 

3, 075 

6, 553 

(3) 

1, 147 

265 

101 

1,513 

345 

164 

1 , 778 

2, 287 

3, 396 

135 

623 

4, 154 

7, 954 

Notes to TABLE 2 : 
(1) Figures in column I are caluculated from the input-output table with adjustments 

as described above. Figures in column 2 are from national income statistics. 
Figures in colnmn 3 are figures directly derived from the input-output table without 

adjustment of concepts and sectors. 

(2) *indicates figures which include government services. 

Integratlon of Natlonal Accounts wtth FIOW Of Funds Accounts 

Another among fundamental economic activities on which the integration of national 

economic accounts is forcussed is capital formation. We have discussed in the previous 
section that the consolidated capital formation account is related to capital formation activity 

(or resting of final products activity) in national accounts. Sectoral capita] transaction 

accounts directly follow breaking down the consolidated capital formation account. A brief 

design of sectoral capital transaction account for sector j is shown below. 

Sectoral Capital Transaction Account 

Sector j 

Increasb of Fixed Capital 

Increase of Inventories 

Depreciation Allowances 

Netllncrease of Lending 
Sectors 

Goods lj 
Rj+ Jj 

D j 

to other 
L J" 

Gross Saving S j* 
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　　　As　an　altemative　of　sectoral

sphtted　illto　榊o　accounts：

［October

capital　transaction　account　it　ls　conceivable　that　it　ls

S6‘オ07αl　C砂露αZ勘7η2α6どoπA660μη渉

Sectorノ

Increase　of　Fixed　Capital　Goo（is

Increase　of　Inventories

Depreciation　AHowances

Surplus　or　Dencits　of　Funds

　　　乃＊

Rゴ＋ゐ

　　　1）ノ

　　　Zゴ

Gross　Saving
S
ゴ
＊

S8‘‘orαZ丑1π4πα腕g　A660～‘刀∫

Sectorノ

Increase　of　Lending　to　Other　Sectors　L∫ S皿plus　or　De且cit　of　Funds

Increase　of　Borrowing　from　Other

　Sectors

る

Bゴ

Though　the　former　design　bears　a　closer　resemblance　to　the　consolidated　capital　formation

account　in　the　nat三〇nal　accounts　than　the　latter，the　latter　has　the　advantage　owing　to　a

clear　cut　separation　of　finacial　transactions　from　real　transactions．In　fact，sectoraHinancing

accounts　are　separately　shown　in　the　Economic　Planning　Agency’s　How　of　funds　accomts

of　Japan．

　　　The　basis　of　sector　division　in　sectoral　capital　transactions　generally　differs　from　the　one

in　sectoral　production　accounts．Consequently　the　jth　sector　in　the　former　case　is　entirely

different　from　the　jth　sector　of　the　Iatter．As　a　general　rule，the　sector　division　of　sectoral

capital　transaction　accounts　is　based　on　the　institutions，in　particular　finacial　institutions．　If

national　accounts　are　integrated　with　national　bαlance　sheet　by　means　of　sectoral　capita監

transaction　accounts，as　the　Figure　l　indicates，dual　sector（livisions　of　sectoral　capital　trans・

actions　may　be　a　possibility，since　in　respect　of　sector　divisions　there　may　be　no　coordination

between　How　of　funds　accounts　and　national　balance　sheet．But　it　is　easily　pointed　out　that

the　problem　of　sector　division　in　sectoral　capital　transaction　accounts　is　a　matter　of　pr三nciple，

which　is　determined　unambiguously．

　　　It　seems　to　me　that　theτeal　di缶culty　underlying　the　integration　of　national　accounts

with　flow　of　funds　accounts　is　in　the　treatment　of　assets　revaluation　in　sectoral　capital

transaction　accounts．　Capital　assets，in　particula』r　financial　objects，aエe　subject　to　volatile

price　changes，and　a　dist■ibution　of　assets　and　liabilities　of　a　particular　sector　is　dependent

more　or　less　on　price　changes．

　　　Therefore　decisions　on　selling　or　buying　of　financial　objects　are　affected　by　the　changes

of　prices．We　camot　single　out　these　price　changes　in　recordlng五nancial　transacdons，So

far　as　national　accounts　are　concemed，they　are　mainly　intereste（1in　the　clrculation　of　real

transactions．As　a　consequence，httle　importance　has　been　attached　to　the　problem　of　how

price　changes　of　real　capital　goods　are　to　be　t■eated．　One　excepdon　is　inventory　changes；

usually　they　are　adjusted　so　that　part　of　the　value　of　inventories　due　to　price　changes　is
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excluded.29 

The adjustment of assets values to changes of price thus imposes a new problem, 
namely how the adjustment is to be treated within an accounting framework. In Japan very 

few attempts to solve the problem have ever been made. But it seems, at least to me, that 

the best way to solve the problem is to superimpose a new account which record the 
adjusted transactions. The account may be termed the assets revaluation account. The 
superimposition of assets revaluation account affects not only the sectoral capital transaction 

accounts but also the national accounts, since from the standpoint of the partial integration 

approach every transaction is ultimately related to the national accounts. It is therefore 

necessary in the first place to see the effect of the superimposition of assets revaluation 

account on national accounts.30 

National accounts must be modified by the superimposition of assets revaluation account. 

The modifications are shown below. 

( i ) National Product and Expenditure Account 

Y+ T'd +D+M= Ch+ Cg+1 * +X-M 
( ii ) Consolidated Income Formation Account 

~g+ T,d + W+E+ ~,~+~.= Y+G 
(iii) Assets Revaluation Account 

G+F=A 
(iv) Appropriation Account for Person 

Ch+ Tha+~,~+ Th.f = W+E+ ~,~+ Tgnf 

( v ) Appropriation Account for General Government 
Cg+ Tg~f +~g+ Ta.f = Tia+~g+ T,d+ Thd 

(iv) Consolidated Capital Formation Account 

I *+A+r"=~.+~g+~h+D 
(vii) Rest of the World Account 

X= M+F+ Tg.f + Th.f +r" 

Increase or decrease of values of assets due to price changes of assets is shown by A, 

the corresponding capital gains that are attributed to the nation are G and those which are 

attributed to the rest of the world are F. Property incomes of the person and general 

government and corporate saving in (ii) change by the amount that corresponds to G. Thus 
R,~, Rg and S. change to ~h, ~g, and ~, respectively in (ii) . The change of Rh to ~n affects 

the amount of personal saving in (iv), so S,~ changes to ~,~. The same is true of the 

appropriation account of general government; Sg to Sg. Changes of saving items in the 
consolidated capital formation account and the introduction of the item A in it change the 
item of net lending to the rest of the world (L") to r". It is interesting to notice the fact 

that in national accounts item A is only relevant to change of assets values in real objects, 

29 Adjustment of price changes in the measurement of inventory changes has not yet been made in 
Japanese national income statistics. But it is strongly desired that measures are taken to make the 
adjustment, since the role of inventory changes in recent business cycles in Japan has become to be 

significant. The report of Kokumin Keizai Keisan Chosa linkai has made the same recommendation. 
so The idea of superimposing assets revaluation accounts on national accounts was first developed by 

G. Stuvel. See his "Asset Revaluation and Terms of Trade Effects in the Framework of National 
Accounts" Econo'nrc Journal Vol LXIX June 1959. The present attempt is a logical extension of his 
idea. 
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since the corresponding changes of values in financial assets are cancelled out in the con-

solidation process. 

But the superimposition of assets revaluation account on sectoral capital transaction 

accounts implies that not only the assets values of real objects but also those of financial 

objects are affected. Thus sectoral capital transaction accounts are modified owing to the 

introductlon of capital gains on the credit side. It is shown below. 

A Modefud Form of Sectoral Capital Transaction Accounts 

Sector j 

Increase of Fixed Capital Goods lj Gross Saving plus Capital Gains Sj* 

Increase of Inventories Rj+Jj 
Depreciation Allowances Dj 
Changes of Assets Values AJ 
Net Increase of Lending to other 

Sectors Lj" 
In conclusion, a comment is required for the item L," in sectoral capital transaction 

accounts. As they supply informations on uses and sources of various forms of funds by 
sector, the liquidity structure of sectors is of central concern in sectoral capital transaction 

accounts. A subdivision of the item Lj according to the degree of liquidity will, accordingly 

throw a new light on the analyiical use of sectoral capital transactions. Many things to 

elaborate sectoral capital transaction accounts following this line of thoughts are left un-

touched. These are to be dealt with in another article.sl 

sl Some of them may be pointed out here. One ploblem is how stocks of assets, both of real and 
financial objects, are to be valued and adjusted to capital formation measured as the difference of 

values of real capital stocks between the end and the initial point of a period. The difference in the 

basis of recording transactions, such as the one between the payable-receivable basis and the cash basis, 

is another that call for penetrating discussion. 




